
Volkswagen, Audi, Seat, Škoda - Parts Identification (PR Codes)

Applicable References: Various
Applications: Various VAG Vehicles

Date Issued: 07/2009

Disclaimer : Any technical tips are produced in good faith. Ferdinand Bilstein UK Ltd. always recommend that vehicle maintenance and diagnostics are only 
carried out by suitably experienced people using appropriate tools in a safe manner within a workshop environment. Ferdinand Bilstein UK Ltd. and their 
customers cannot be held responsible for the correctness of, or misinterpretation of the above technical tips. Images shown are for illustrative purposes only 
and may not be representative of the products or vehicles described.
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On all Volkswagen Group vehicles (VW, Audi, Seat, Skoda) you 
will find a list of PR codes. The PR code was introduced due to 
the vast number of model variants and specifications within the 
VW Group range.

The PR code is very important, as this number will identify accurately 
the exact parts for the vehicle. Without the PR code it is impossible to 
identify the correct replacement parts for some VW Group vehicles.

The PR code can be found on a sticker located on the first page of the 
service book and also in the vehicle boot, located near the spare wheel.

PR codes have been used on all VW Group vehicles since 1999. These 
numbers always consist of three digits, for example “1KW”.

In the Blue Print catalogue you will be offered 
a choice of PR codes appearing in the following 
format PR-1KW or PR-1LT. It is the last three 
digits which will be found on the sticker

The model code sticker will only have one of the 
options; simply match the code from the vehicle 
to the catalogue listings to identify the correct 
part.

Please Note: Blue Print always strives to catalogue parts in a simple and straightforward manner however it is 
not possible on some VW Group vehicles to correctly identify parts using the vehicle chassis number or vehicle 
registration number alone. For this reason in a small number of occasions we must use the PR code.

Location of model code sticker. 
This will contain PR number.

Example of PR Number


